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Cyber vulnerabilities are often discovered during penetration testing of new systems. Even worse, they may be discovered after a system has been fielded, necessitating extremely expensive and time-consuming remediation. This is not a sustainable development model. Experience shows that this approach is both ineffective (due to the incomplete nature of testing) and results in long and expensive rework cycles. What is needed instead is a new engineering environment that allows systems engineers to design-in cyber-resiliency throughout the development process, enabling appropriate trade-offs among competing system requirements. Today’s systems engineers are given no development tools to help answer even basic cyber-related questions: "Is my system vulnerable to cyber exploit? And if so, how do I take action to make my system cyber resilient?"

As part of DARPA’s Cyber Assured Systems Engineering (CASE) program, we are developing advanced formal methods modeling and analysis tools to create an engineering environment for building cyber resilient systems. Our prototype tools provide verification of cyber requirements via a formal model of the system architecture with integrated model checking and information flow analysis. We track the satisfaction of cyber requirements throughout the design process by creating an assurance case that is integrated with the system architecture model. We help developers to address cyber requirements through a library of cyber-resilient design patterns, implemented via tool-assisted model transformations utilizing verified cyber-resilient components. Cyber-resilient implementations are automatically generated from the verified design model using property-preserving transformations, verified components, and the formally verified seL4 microkernel.

During their development, the tools are being applied to example design challenges based on the Unmanned Systems Autonomy Services (UxAS) framework developed by researchers at AFRL. In later phases, we will demonstrate effectiveness of the approach by applying our tools to challenge problems for the mission computing system in a military helicopter.
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